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Armstrong Fluid Technology’s Design Envelope 
Technology now available in Single Phase Pumps 
 

January 13, 2015 

 

From: Global Brand & Communications 

 

 

Announcement 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: 

Roger Halligan 
H+A International, Inc. 
312-332-4650 Ext. 22 
rhalligan@h-a-intl.com 

 

TORONTO, January 13, 2015 – To meet the need for optimum efficiency and energy savings across all 
building loads, Armstrong Fluid Technology has announced that its innovative Design Envelope pumps are 
now also available for use with single phase power. 

Ideal for light commercial, residential and industrial applications using single phase power, the new 
pumps allow designers, contractors, project managers and building owners to choose the best pumping 
solution for their specific needs. “For applications using single phase power, engineers and contractors 
can now choose Design Envelope solutions and get all the benefits of the technology. Design Envelope 
pumps offer a unique combination of low installed cost, versatility, energy efficiency and responsive, 
variable speed operation.” said Wayne Rose, Global Marketing Manager - Pumps. 

Armstrong now offers a complete selection of high-efficiency pumping solutions to serve a broad range of 
operating requirements.  The innovative Design Envelope features include: 

• Sensorless variable speed control 

• Integration of pump and controller 

• Space-saving Vertical In-Line design 

• Compliance with ASHRAE 90.1 energy efficiency guidelines 

• Industry leading flexibility 

“Designers and installers are seeking pumping solutions that offer the lowest installed costs and lowest 
life cost with industry-leading operating efficiencies across the entire range of duty requirements,” Wayne 
Rose summarized.  “Armstrong now offers fluid technology solutions for all our customers' pumping 
needs.” 

Design Envelope pumps for use with Single phase power are now available up to 7.5hp 
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About Armstrong Fluid Technology 

With more than 1000 employees worldwide, operating seven manufacturing facilities on four continents, 
Armstrong Fluid Technology is known around the world as a leader and innovator in design, engineering 
and manufacturing of integrated solutions within the building oriented fluid-flow equipment industry. 
Armstrong products are internationally recognized for design innovation, quality, long service life, and 
superior operating economy. For more information about Armstrong Fluid Technology visit 
www.armstrongfluidtechnology.com 


